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ABSTRACT

Various implications of the Lorentz constraint are investigated within the Dirac-brackets
quantization of massive Yang-Mills theory. If follows that matrix elements of arbitrary products of
the divergence operators d^A^ between physical states should vanish. Then, after adding certain
functionals to the Hamiltonian, the effect on the physical states of the evolution operator remains
unaltered. Arguments are put forward for modified expressions for the formal path integral repre-
sentation of the evolution operator.
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Massive Yang-Mills theory was the subject of intense interest in the literature in
the heyday of unified gauge theories [1-9]. After the development of the spontaneous-
symmetry-breaking approach to the generation of masses, interest in it diminished but
still existed (see Ref. [10] for a review).

This letter aims at presenting some implications for this theory which follows in
the framework of the Dirac quantization procedure. The study of the system through
this approach was initiated by Senjanovic [11]. Here various consequences of the Lorentz
constraints d^A^ = 0 are specifically considered. Firstly, it is argued that the matrix
elements between physical states of arbitrary products of operators d^fi^ should vanish.
Afterwards, this property leads to the possibility of modifying the form of the evolution
operator by adding functional of d^A^ to the Hamiltonian, again when the evolution of
physical states is considered. All this allows to argument alternative formal path-integral
formulae for the evolution operator.

It might be expected that these formal results within the Heisenberg representation
could have some useful implications for the investigation of the renormalizability problem
[10]. Further work in connection with this possibility will be considered elsewhere.

The classical action of the Yang-Mills theory is given in the Euclidean metric by

s = / ( ^ ^

= Jc(x)dix, (1)

fiV

The application of the classical canonical procedure for constrained systems to the
Lagrangian (1) leads to the following Total Hamiltonian [11]:

where Aa are Lagrange multipliers and the canonical momenta are given by

p*tx) = __£L_ = iF4: , (3)

with
L= fd3x£(x) .

Then the repeated imposition of the consistence conditions produces the following
set of second-class constraints [11]:

Ga - mMS(z)-Vft,}(*)«0, (4)

with the determination of the multiplier \a(x) through

0 = m2Xa{x) + m2dlAt{x) - igfacbGc(x)A\ . (5)



The Poisson brackets among the constraints (4) turn out to be

{F"(x), Fb(x)} = 0 , (6)

-y) (7)
{G*(x), G\y)} = gnb[G<(x)-m*Al(x)}.6&(£-y) ' (8)

where in all Poisson brackets here and below the time arguments of x and y coincide.
Equation (8) shows a small difference from the results of Ref. [11], in which the term
proportional to A% is absent. Let us define the Dirac brackets in the usual way:

{A,B}D = {A,B} - {A,tf Htf.V?}-1^,*} .

where <pf are the Fa and Ga constraints for i = 1, 2, respectively. Then the only non-
vanishing brackets among the canonical variables become

(9)

The quantization can now be introduced by replacing in the total Hamiltonian (2)
the canonical variables by operators, and requiring the operators to satisfy the commuta-
tion rules obtained by assigning the quantum commutators to the classical Dirac brackets
through

- y) ,

(10)

The constraints Fa and Ga commute with all the magnitudes as a consequence of
these rules. Also in Ga the operator-ordering problem is absent owing to

as follows from the commutation rules (10). Moreover, the operator-ordering ambiguities
are also absent in the Hamiltonian operator, which turns out to be

11 =

~iAa
0V?pb + pl[-diA> + -^/ a c 6(5 c(z)^]} (12)
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The physical states should be annihilated by the constraints, that is

Fa(i)|phys) = 0 , (13)

G«(x)|phys) = 0 . (H)

Let us now consider the way in which the Lorentz condition arises in the theory. For this
purpose, we calculated the time derivative of the AQ coordinate operator. It resulted in

iAQ(x) = [A£(x),H]

K* (*) (15)

+~fad>G<(x)G»(x) + [A*0(x), Xb(x))pb
0(x) .

Therefore, after applying both sides of Eq. (15) to a physical state, we get the
following relation:

= 0 ,

= 0 . (16)

which would be expected because it follows from the Lagrange equations. In other words,
the Lorentz condition should annihilate the physical states. For the matrix elements of a
product of d/tAn factors it should also follow that

(phys,2|II™_j[c?Mn.A£"(a:n)]|phys, 1) = 0 . (17)

Therefore, in the Heisenberg representation, the matrix elements of arbitrary polynomials
in the divergence of the vector field should vanish. This property implies that the insertion
of an arbitrary product of d^A^ terms in a physical amplitude should also vanish unless
some coordinates coincide. That it is indeed the case was checked by using the Ward
identities of the theory first derived by Slavnov [8]. The conclusion followed by taking the
n + m fold derivative over the sources, finding the divergence over n of the leg variables
and then putting the remaining m in the mass shell.

In continuing, below we give arguments for modified expressions for the evolution
operator when it acts on physical states. In particular, the following formula is first con-
sidered:

|phys,*2) = exp H
= jfa jV^WWv {-ijt[

3 [H-Jd'x (J-p^xVtz) (18)
+pa(x)d(iAl(x))]di}\phys,tl)

where O is an arbitrary but field-independent differential operator, the constant Na is the
normalizing integral

Na = Jv[pa(x)}exp

and pa are auxiliary fields.
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The validity of the second equality in Eq. (18) is indicated by the fact that d^A^
annihilates the physical states and also commutes with H when acting on them. It also
seems interesting to transform Eq. (18) into the functional integral representation. How-
ever, in order to do that, it is especially necessary to consider the time derivative doA%
in the d^A^ term. For this purpose, it is convenient to integrate by parts in the following
way:

= jd* {-[dQp*{x))Al{x)} , (19)

where as a consequence of assumed vanishing conditions on the field pa(x) at times 1i and
<2, the boundary terms are absent. Thus the integral in Eq. (19) is a function of the field
A% at a fixed time slice. Therefore, after considering the constraint relations (13) and (14)
the matrix elements of the evolution operator may be written as follows:

(phys, 2| U |phys, 1) = ~ j Z>[/>a](phys, 2| exp [-t £ df^jphys, 1) (20)

(J dx^p'Op*)xexp

with

= j d x\~2~ + —I 1-g * a

The functional integral version of Eq. (20) can now be obtained as usual by partitioning
the interval (<lt t2) into Af small pieces and decomposing the exponential into a product
of infinitesimal evolutions. Then, denoting by tn any of the time values in the partition,
the unit operator is introduced for each value of tn in the following way

^

where D indicates integration over space dependent functions at a fixed time slice, M
is a normalization constant and j>l°(a;)) and |p"(a;)) are the eigenfunctions of the spatial
components of the fields and their respective moments. After going to the limit N —* oo,
Eq. (20) transforms into

<Phys,2|[/|phys,l) = ±-j D[A*{x,t2))D[A){x,U))

exp {* f dtd\\pUx)AUx) - * (x)f (x) - i / M (21)

m2 1 * * „ 1
" T ^ A f c " 2 ^ V * P ' V ' ft - P dkAk + m?V«- ft*'
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where Nj reunites all the normalization constants.
In order to circumvent the presence of a 6^(0) in Eq. (21) arising from the term

^ibPbi V?cp?, a small 'point splitting' in the three space coordinates of the Vfp\ operators
was assumed. Expression (21) coincides with the known canonical functional integral in
the physical phase space when the p field is not introduced [11]. The form of Eq. (21)
corresponding to the canonical theory with constraints follows after introducing unity in
the following two ways:

J

It permits to write the matrix elements in the form

(phys, 2| 0 |phyS) 1) = -— J D[A*fr t7))D[A){x,U)\ .

(phys,2|A?(z,t2)) [JV[Aa
i{x))V\pa

l{x)]V\p\x)\D[Al{x)\D\pl{x)}

«(rf)« (A: - ^Vfpi) exp [i £ dtfx [p? A? + rfiiS -$f- ^F^ (22)
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m .. ... _. ._ Aa^a

In Eq. (22) it is possible to represent the ^-function, which depends on y^, as a Fourier
transform over an auxiliary variable A°. Then by also performing a change of variables
AQ —> AQ — \a, as well as the integration over the momenta and A", relation (22) takes
the form

<PhyS,2|t/|Phys,l) = ~ J

(phys, 2|A?(x, t7)) [J

exp{i £ dt J <Px{-\FlvF:v - ^-AlAl + \f [ l a - ±dt] p* (23)

where it was again necessary to integrate by parts using pa = 0 at fj and t2.
In this way, the common formal reasoning for deriving the configuration space func-

tional integral representation of the evolution operator indicates that the usual formulae
should not be affected by the introduction of the additional terms depending on pa and

To conclude, it can be said that the formal analysis presented here could have some
implications useful for the discussion of the renormalizability versus unitarity problem
associated with massive Yang-Mills theory. In order to clarify this possibility, further
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work is needed to explore the connections of the arguments with perturbation theory.
Results on the investigation of this problem will be presented elsewhere.
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